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This presentation contains forward-looking statements about France Telecom (and, as applicable, 
its affiliates). Such statements are not historical facts and include expressions about management's 
strategies and expectations. Although France Telecom believes its expectations are based on 
reasonable assumptions, these forward-looking statements are subject to numerous risks and 
uncertainties and should not be regarded as a representation that anticipated events will occur or 
that expected objectives will be achieved. Important factors that could cause actual results or 
performance to differ materially from the results anticipated in the forward-looking statements 
include, among other things (but are not limited to): risks associated with the satisfaction of the 
conditions to complete the acquisition of Amena; the effect of, and changes in, regulation and 
government policy; the unpredictability of growth and the intensity of competition in the mobile and 
broadband sectors of the telecommunications industry; and the effect of technological changes in 
the telecommunications industry generally. In addition, any forward-looking statements and the 
other information, to the extent that they are presented in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS), may be subject to additional specific risks and uncertainties relating to 
the possibility of changes in IFRS standards prior to December 31, 2005. More detailed information 
on various risks that could affect France Telecom's financial results is found in the Document de 
Référence filed with the AMF on March 2, 2005 and in the annual report filed on Form 20-F with the 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on May 16, 2005. The forward-looking statements 
contained in this document speak only as of the date of this presentation and France Telecom does 
not undertake to update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the 
date hereof or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.

Cautionary Statement
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A solid strategic framework …

… to answer to industry changes and new 
entrants plans 

… to anticipate new usage patterns

NEXT
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To answer to industry changes … 

VoIP

Unlimited 
Offers

Price 
pressure
on mobile

A challenge to
the traditional 

voice business 
model
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Telecom industry 
under pressure

Internet 
players

MVNO Fixed 
operators

Increased competition 
on mobile networks

MSN, Yahoo, Google, AOL… 
have a strong interest in the 
Telecom industry

… and to aggressive new entrants on each market …

Increased competition 
on fixed networks, ULL 
and development of low-
cost operators

Industrials
players

Nokia, Philips, Cisco

Regulated players

Unregulated players
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State of the art networks to anticipate 
new usage

A genuine  integrated strategy 
cc. 80% of revenues are made in 

« integrated countries »

A focus on innovation
1.5% of revenues in 2005

…we will leverage integration

Innovation

Usage & 
Customer 
oriented 
culture

Networks, new 
technologies

An answer to industry changes

An integrated, customer oriented and innovative strategy

A rebranding on its way
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To answer to new usage patterns …we built 
an ambitious strategic plan

NExT is the best way to anticipate industry’s tranformation

Communication suite versus 
plain voice

Multiplay and 
“all you can eat” offers

Growing role of content and 
entertainment

Customisation &
services needs

Aggregates & 
distribute all major 
digital contents / 

Develop TV, music & 
games on all platforms.

Converged offers & 
Livebox at the heart of 

our Broadband strategy / 
Over 7m multiplay
customers in 08

Major initiative for multi-
access portal & 

Communication Suite 
(Livecom)

Build an integrated 
customer experience / Best 
in class for customer care / 
A full range of servies for 

every day's life

1 2

34

NEXT
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TV, music, games on all platforms

Become one of the first digital content delivery platform in the future

Become a leading distributor of digital content and a major player 
for on-line games

Dual objective for content strategy
Content strategy to be focused on aggregation and partnerships.
Leverage on billing and DRM control

Develop ecosystem for client self produced content

Leverage the success of our mobile broadband offers (TV live, 
Video, Music)

Launch TV over DSL in the UK, Spain, the Netherlands and 
Poland before mid 2006

Develop Video on Demand

1
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Converged offers, abundance and multiplay

A major move for integration bringing together mobile broadband and 
the internet

Position FT as the European leader in Home networking and multi-play 
offers

2

Converged offers

June 2005 : Family Talk & 
Business Talk IP

2006: Home Zone (France & 
Belgium)

Mobile & Connected (France, 
Belgium & NL)

2007: Business Everywhere 
Multimedia extension

Livebox: at the heart of the Home 
broadband strategy

2006
Over 4m Livebox (3.5m in France)

3m multiplay clients

2008
Over 8m Livebox (6m in France)

Over 7m multiplay clients
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Multi-access portal & Communication Suite

Major move for integration bringing together mobile broadband and the
internet

3

Multi-access portal

Deployment of a fully 
converged portal with an 
integrated 
communication services 
suite

Fully adaptable for 
non-converged clients

A better proposition 
for third parties and 
suppliers

Communication Suite

The first Communication 
Suite integrating voice, 
video-telephony and Instant 
Messaging on PCs, mobile 
and Visio-phones.

Specific skins including 
customization
and webcam return
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A full range of services for everyday life

Photo
transfer Live music

Music 
everywhereFootball

TV Live on 
Mobile

Video on 
demand

Live Tele
surveillance

Local search 
on mobile

Home care
Live zoom

Leverage on Group innovation and customer base

4

Communication Mail on the 
move

Dynamic 
address 

book

Infotainment

Everyday life
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Strong success of Strong success of 
France Telecom  France Telecom  

innovation to cash innovation to cash 
strategystrategy

We are already in motion

A culture of anticipation rather than reaction

Dec 2003:
‘MaLigne tv’

June 2004:
VoIP & 

unlimited PSTN

Business
Everywhere
June 2004

Nov. 2004:
Fixed & mobile 
video-telephony

2005: 
TV on mobile

February 2003:
WIFI 

Sept 2003:
“Livebox”
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Our Entreprise business is at the forefront of the 
transformation 

Expand “business everywhere” success over the footprint

Extend our footprint in Europe in the SME market

Leverage on the new Orange branding

Develop more services (ICT services) towards existing customers

Strong move toward services, change of business model
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Our business model is evolving 

A progressive change from current business model

Toward a new 
business model for 

revenue streams

Flat fee for access to NExT services

Flat fees for the plain telecom suite and basic content offering

Specific features, customized options 

Premium content access 

“Support or on site” services 

Life services 

Pay per use, flat fee or
shared revenues, license fees 

and advertising



2 Amena’s acquisition

An attractive investment case
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Why Amena ?

One of the best third mobile operators in Europe + the N°2 ADSL 
player in Spain

9.7m clients as of end of June 05

24% market share, the best in Europe 5 

years after launch

Attractive and improving client mix (47,4% 

post paid in 2004, 50.2% expected in 2005)

Attractive and stable ARPU (over EUR27 in 

2004 and 2005e)

Over 30% Gross Operating Margin rate

2m voice and internet clients

526k ADSL lines, 16% of ADSL market, 

over 26% share of net adds in the last 9 

months. 50% ULL coverage.

73% of ADSL clients are dual play

14% revenue growth

Positive and growing Gross Operating 

Margin

Management expertise in the Spanish 

market and strong track record in innovation
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Amena + France Telecom Spain: a clear 
N°2 in Spain

Subscribers

Revenues

GOM

Capex

FT Spain 2005 (e)
Pro forma

FT Spain 05-08(e)
CAGR / targets

> 11.8m

EUR 4.1bn

Circa EUR 1.2bn

Circa EUR 750m

> 14m

+7 to +8 %

+11 to +15 %

Decreasing

Circa EUR1.1bn NPV in identified synergies, Circa EUR 130m 
FCF positive impact in 08

FT Spain represents around 17% of the Spanish telecom 
sector



3 Use of cash policy

An attractive investment case
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A clear use of cash policy

All stakeholders to benefit from NExT

Debt / EBITDA ratio below 2 before end 2008

Proposed 2005 dividend at EUR1 per share
2006-2008 dividend per share evolution to take into 

account organic FCF growth & sector benchmark
Share buyback envisaged

Consistent with NExT’s  strategy

Enhance growth profile

FCF per share is the main criteria

Consistent with debt targets

No negative impact on dividend policy

Pick selected growth
opportunities

Grow dividend 
Distribution toward
Sector benchmarks

Continue debt
reduction into

2008
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Pick selected growth opportunities

No need for “mega mergers”  in Europe today

France Telecom European footprint overall fulfilled

No synergies to expect 
from legacy networks 
and IT infrastructure

No synergies to extract 
given current
technologies

NGN & new 
technologies potential 
cost advantage too far 

away
Strong cultural 

challenges
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Pick selected growth opportunities

A “Growth At Reasonable Price”

Focus on targeted profitable growth

NExT

Sustain Long Term Cash Generation 
potential
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Conclusion: NExT financial guidance

Pro forma 
Revenue growth

Gross 
Operating Margin

Net debt to Gross 
Operating Margin

CAPEX to sales

+3% to 5%

Growth slightly above revenue growth

Around 12%

Below 2 end 
of 2008

2006-2008
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France Télécom

A Vision

An Ambition

An innovative and service oriented strategy

Profitable growth will be sustained through 

innovation and development
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